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On the Fundamental Group of 3-Gems and a 'Planar'
Class of 3-manifolds
S6STENES LINS
In this paper we associate a group YH to each bipartite 3-gem H. By using the recent (Theorem
I) graph-theoretical characterization of homeomorphisms among closed 3-manifolds due to Ferri
and Gagliardi [6] this group is proven to be an invariant of IHI, the closed 3-manifold associated
to H. The definition of YH and the proof of the invariance are entirely combinatorial but a direct
geometric interpretation (via Heegaard diagrams) shows that YH is the fundamental group of IHI.
Theorem 2 is, then, a generalization for the case of 3-dimensional orientable closed manifolds of
results in [7]and [2].In the final section we show how to construct a 3-gem 1/I(G) from a planar graph
G. By using theorems 2 and 3 we prove that the construction 1/1 has the following property: the
number of spanning trees of G is equal to the order of the first homology group of 11/I(G)I. We also
show that 1/I(G) = 1/I(H) if G and H are geometric duals [26].
1. INTRODUCTION: 3-GEMS
An n-graph is a graph which is finite, non-null, connected, n-edge colored in such a way
that for each vertex and color, there is one edge with this color incident with the vertex.
Thus, a 2-graph is a polygon whose edges alternate colors. (A polygon for us means a
non-null connected graph in which every vertex has valency 2). A 2-graph which is a
subgraph of an n-graph H is called a bigon of H.
A 3-gem H is a 4-graph such that VH + tH = bH, where bH is the number of bigons of
H, tH is the number of 3-graphs in Hand V H the number of its vertices.
In the remaining of this section we summarize the connections between 3-gems and
3-dimensional manifolds. Given a 3-gem H we can construct a topological space IHI and
the construction has the following properties:
(i) IHI is a closed 3-manifold which is orientable if and only if H is bipartite (closed means
connected compact with empty boundary);
(ii) for every closed 3-manifold M 3 there exists a 3-gem H such that IH I and M 3 are
homeomorphic.
Property (i) is proved in [8] and in [9, prop. 15, cor. 16]. Property (ii) is proved in [20] and
also in [9, prop. 15, cor. 16]). Below we present an independent construction which appears
with details in [14].
A 3-graph T of a 3-gem H is called a triball if bT = tVT + 2. To every 3-graph T we
associate a closed surface ST simply by letting each bigon of T be the boundary of an
attached disc [13]. A simple result is that ST is homeomorphic to the 2-sphere if and only
if T is a triball [12, Thm 2.0.2].
PROPOSITION 1. A 4-graph H is a 3-gem ifand only ifeach one of its 3-graphs is a triball.
PROOF. If the 3-graphs of Hare triballs then for each 3-graph T, bT = tVT + 2. But
l:TVT = 4vHsince each vertex appears in 4 distinct 3-graphs. Similarly, l:TbT = 2bH. Thus
l:T (bT - tvT) = 2bH - 2vH or tH = bH - VH. Conversely, if some 3-graph T' is not a
triball then the Euler characteristic of ST' is less than 2 i.e., bT' <tvT + 2. Since X(ST) ~ 2,
bT ~ tVT + 2 for every 3-graph T. It follows that l:T(b T - tvT) < 2tH, because in T'
there is strict inequality. The sum on the left is 2bH - 2VH and we get bH < VH + l n-
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This proposition enables us to describe, given a 3-gem H, the 3-manifold IHI: for each
bigon B of H attach a disc which has B as its boundary. After that each 3-graph Tin H
is naturally embedded in Sr , which is a 2-sphere, since T is a triball . For each 3-graph T
attach a 3-ball which has Sr as its boundary. The resulting space IH I is a closed 3-manifold
[14]. Using the triangulation theorem for 3-manifolds [16] we can prove that every such
manifolds arises in this way [14].
The above algorithm is a restricted dual construction for the 2- and 3-dimensional closed
cases of those presented in [19], [20], [4], [6] , [26]. It has been outlined in [12, p. 175] and
it yields (Theorem 3) a direct topological interpretation (via Heegaard diagram) of the
group combinatorially defined in Section 3. Note that H is the I-skeleton of the 3-ball
complex which defines IHI.
The terminology 3-gem is inherited from [12] and [13]. The basic concept of previous
works is called crystallization which can be defined in our terminology as a 3-gem with 4
3-graphs.
2. THE COMBINATORIAL MOVES
Let H be a 3-gem. A diple of type h [6] is a pair of vertices v, W E V(H) linked by hedges
(h = 1,2,3) such that the (4-h)-graphs defined by the colors which do not appear in edges
linking v and wand containing these vertices are distinct. The cancellation of a dipole
(v, w) is the operation of deletion of the h edges linking v to w together with these ends
followed by the welding of the free ends along edges of the same color (See Figure 1). The
creation of an h-dipole is the inverse operation which is called the splitting of a triball, of
a bigon, and of an edge, respectively, for h = 1,2,3. The presence of a 3-dipole implies the
ones of 2 I-dipoles whose elimination is equivalent to the 3-dipole; thus dipoles of type 3
playa minor role.
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The elimination or creation ofdipoles does not disturb the basic equation V H + l n = bH •
Thus a 3-gem results. One can be convinced geometrically, by using the construction of IHI,
that this manifold is invariant under these operations. A u-move is the elimination or the
creation of a dipole of type I or 2. Two 3-gems are u-equivalent if one can be obtained from
the other by a finite sequence of j1.-moves. The symbol ~ stands for homeomorphism. The
following striking fact has been established:
THEOREM 1(Ferri, Gagliardi [6] 1982). The closed 3-manifolds M 3, N 3 are homeomorphic
if and only iffor 3-gems Hand J with IHI ~ M 3, IJI ~ N 3, Hand J are u-equivalent.
Actually the theorem is stated for crystallizations, but from a 3-gem we can get a crystal-
lization by eliminating I-dipoles. This theorem brings the outstanding problem ofthe classi-
fication of 3-manifolds to the realm of pure graph theory: it translates as the recognition
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of J1-equivalence among 3-gems. Therefore, the search for invariants for 3-gems under the
J1-moves is risen to a relevant role.
COROLLARY 1. Let J be obtainedfrom a 3-gem H by the interchange ofa pair of colors.
Then Hand J are J1-equivalent.
PROOF. Clearly IJI and IHI are homeomorphic. Therefore, Theorem 1 implies the result.
This corollary is important because we can now fix an ordering of the colors to find
invariants and know that there is no loss of generality in doing so. Actually in [5] a proof
of a strong version of this corollary yields an important strengthening of Theorem 1. We
note that the number of J1-moves to go from H to J can be rather large.
3. A COMBINATORIAL GRoup-INVARIANT FOR A 3-GEM
Given a 3-gem H we construct two new graphs Hg and H, from H as follows. The vertices
of Hg are in bijection with the triballs of H which do not contain colors 3 or 4. H; is a
bipartite graph whose edges are in bijection with the set of 12-gons (bigons of colors 1 and
2): the 12-gon B corresponds to an edge b which links t3 and t4 corresponding to triballs T3
and T4 if B is in T3 and in T4• The definition of H, is the same except that we switch the
roles of colors 1, 2 and 3, 4.
We can give a geometrical description of these graphs, H g say, as follows. For each
3-graph T not involving 3 or 4 let ST be cannonically embedded in R3 being the boundary
of a standard 3-ball. There is a double occurrence of each 12-gon in the boundaries of these
3-balls: once in an ST not involving color 3 and another in one not involving color 4.
Consider H: to be quotient space [17] obtained from the 3-balls when we identify by
homeomorphisms the twin discs i.e. the discs bounded by corresponding 12-gons. (Hg is a
3-handle body [23], [10], [22], which can be proved to be orientable). (see Figure 2.)
T7,
FIGURE 2
Consider now a distinguished point trin the interior of the 3-ball bounded by Sri' For each
pair of twin discs we consider a distinguished edge, interior to Hi, linking two distinguished
points and perforating exactly once these discs and not others. The distinguished points and
edges form Hg • (Observe that Hg is a strong deformation retract of Hi [16]).
Heretofore 3-gems are restricted to bipartite ones. Thus, the vertices of a 3-gem Hare
bipartitioned into positive and negative vertices such that any edge in E(H) links a positive
to a negative vertex. (This is equivalent to saying that IHI is orientable: straightforward
generalization of [13, Thm 3], or in dual general form [3, prop. 15]).
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Given a ij-gon D, i < j, in a (bipartite) 3-gem H, the positive senseoftraversalof D is the
one which goes away from a positive vertex by using edge ofcolor i. For v E V(H), let Pij(V)
be a symbol for the ij-gon containing v. Suppose {k, I} = {I, 2, 3, 4} {i,j}. For each kl-gon
choose a distinguished vertex, its root. Given a kl-gon Diet r(D) be the sequence of symbols
([fJij(vm)]±I)m where (VI' V2' ... , vm) is the sequence vertices of D in a positive traversal
starting from its root VI' The exponent is positive or negative according to the class of the
vertex. Let X = {XI' ... , xn } be a set of symbols in bijection with the 12-gons of H. Let
R be the set of words formed by the juxtaposition of the symbols in sequences r(D)with D
running through the 34-gons. For groups given by generators and relators see [18] or [11].
THEOREM 2. Given a bipartite 3-gem H, let Tg and T, be arbitrary spanning trees of Hg
and Hr. Then
(a) the group YH = <XIR u F'(Tg»,where E'(Tg ) is the set ofsymbols in X corresponding
to the edges in Tg , is a topological invariantfor IH I;
(b) let R(Tr) be the set ofrelations in R corresponding to the edgesin Tr. Any relation in R(Tr)
is implied by those in R\R(Tr).
If H is a crystallization, this result is topologically proven in [7]. In this case, H g and H,
have both two vertices. Our proof is entirely combinatorial relying on Theorem 1. Part (b)
is important for the proof of part (a) and is considered first in the next section.
4. PROOF THEOREM 2(b)
By an s-map we mean a finite connected graph embedded in the 2-sphere. Given an s-map
M, GM denotes the graph of M. (We may have M ¢ M' with GM~ GM,: ~ GV).
Consider the edges of GM oriented arbitrarily. The group rM is defined as follows: the
generators are the edges of GM and the relations are in correspondence with the vertices of
GM • To obtain a relator from a vertex we list in clockwise order (and starting at any edge)
the edges around the vertex. A generator receives a negative exponent - 1 if the edge is
directed towards the vertex and + 1 (no exponent) otherwise. For instance, if M is the
s-map shown in Figure 3, then rM = <a, b, c, d, e,j, gla-1gg-lb, b-Ied-Ic, act] :',
de-If). An important simple lemma in establishing (b) is the following:
9
FIGURE 3
LEMMA 1. Let M be an s-map, Every relator of rMis implied by the remaining.
PROOF. Note that if GM has one vertex the unique relator is redundant: it freely reduces
to the identity. We proceed by induction. Let GM have n + 1 vertices. Choose an edge X
linking two distinct vertices in GM • The elimination of X by a Tietze transformation
corresponds to the contraction of x to a point yielding an M' with IV(GM,)I = n. Let r be
the vertex which corresponds to the relator that we want to prove redundant. If it is possible
to choose x not incident to r, then since the relator corresponding to r in rM is still a relator
in r M , and we are done.
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Otherwise every non-loop is incident to r and we must prove relator r to be redundant
in the presentation of TM (see Figure 4) Observe that the generators corresponding to loops
which are between two edges linking the same pair of vertices freely reduce in their
corresponding relations. Therefore, in relator r, the product of the generators which
corresponds to the sequence of edges linking the same vertices equals the identity. Thus, the
relation equivalent to r that remains after these simplifications is the same as the one that
we would obtain from a TN where GN has one vertex. Therefore r is redundant.
N
FIGURE 4
LEMMA 2. Let t be a vertex ofHr. An arbitrary relator corresponding to an edge incident
to t is implied by the relators corresponding to the remaining edges incident to t.
PROOF. The vertex t corresponds to a triball T which does not use color 1 or color 2.
To fix the notation suppose it does not use color 1, since the two cases are symmetrical. The
surface ST is a 2-sphere and so we consider T as an s-map. Let M be the s-map obtained
from Tby contracting to points the discs bounded by the 34-bigons. Orient the edges of GM
according to the bipatititon of V(T), say from +vertex to - vertex (see Figure 5)
Let RT be the subset of relators of R corresponding to 34-bigons in T. An edge CI. incident
to tin H, is a 34-bigon in T and a vertex in GM • Observe that R T is obtained from TM by
replacing each symbol of a 2-edge by the symbol of the 12-bigon which contains the edge.
M
FIGURE 5
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By Lemma 1, the relator o: is implied by the others in rM • Therefore, since the group defined
by R; is a quotient of the group r M , the lemma is established.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2(b). Let v be a pendent vertex of T" i.e., a vertex incident to a
unique edge e of T,. The edge e corresponds to a relator ofYH which, by Lemma 2, is implied
by the relators corresponding to the other edges (not in T,) incident to v. Therefore we can
proceed with the tree T,\e. The argument iterates since very tree contains a pendant vertex.
Thus R\R(T,) implies R(T,). 0
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2(a)
LEMMA 3. The definition ofYHis independent of the spanning tree Tgof Hg.
PROOF. We can transform every spanning tree of a graph into another by a finite
sequence of elementary switches, where an elementar switch consists of putting a new edge
in the tree and removing another edge in the polygon formed. Therefore it is enough to
prove the lemma to show the invariance when we go from Tg to T; where
E(T;) = E(Tg)\{e} u {e'}.
Consider the orientation for the edges of H g which goes from a 3-vertex, i.e., a vertex
corresponding to a triball not using color 3, to a 4-vertex. Let Vo be the tail of e', Given
v E V(Hg ) let rxv be the word in the symbols in X corresponding to the unique path in T;
which links Voto v. (Reverse edges correspond to generators with - 1exponent). For every
edge a of H g we introduce a new generator fa given by
fa = rxa+xarx;_I,
where a" is the tail of a and a- its head. The set of new relations is denoted by X(X). Note
that the introduction of these new generators are Tietze transformations [11] and we have:
(XI R u ES(Tg )
(X u XIR u ES(Tg) u X(X).
Observe now that the words in R are closed paths in Hg : in fact, two adjacent symbols
in a word of R comes from two vertices of H separated by a 3-edge or a 4-edge. Thus they
are, respectively, in the same 4-vertex or 3-vertex Hg • Suppose r ER, r = rrr=1 x.. We have
Ii X ei = 1 ¢> rxe+ (Ii X ei ) rx~l = 1j=l I i~1
because e,;; = et . In general with subscripts mod m, e; = et+I' So the left-hand side of the
equation at the right of the equivalence equals
m
Il (rxe;+xerxe:- )I I I
;=1
or f.
In this way every r E R is equivalent to f obtained by putting a hat at every symbol. Let
R = {f IrE R}. We have established
YH(Tg) = (X u XI R u ES(Tg) u X(X).
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Let X' = {x, E XIa 1: E(Tg ) } . By using the relations in ES(Tg ) which simply says that
every X a = 1, for a E E(Tg ) we can restrict X to X' and simplify X(X) to X(X'):
YH(Tg ) = (X' u XI R u X(X').
Observe that for a E E(TD the corresponding relation in X(X') is simply xa = 1. To deal
with the others let Vo be the subset of V(Hg ) in the same component of Va in the graph
T~\{e'}. Let ~ be the set of vertices in the other component. For a 1: E(TD we have 3 types
of relations in X(X'):
(i) xa = X a if both ends of a are in Vo;
(ii) xa = X e'xax;', if both ends of a are in ~; (recall that Vo is the tail of e',)
(iii) xa = Xe'Xa or xa = xax;', if one end of a is in Vo and the other is in ~.
The edge e is one of type (iii) and so we obtain xe = 4' because x, = 1 is a relation in
ES(Tg ) . By using this fact we can invert the above relations writing, for a 1: E(Tg ) the
equivalent set of relations X' (X):
(i') x, = Xa , if a+, a- E Vo
(ii') »: = X;l xax:' if a+, a- E ~
(iii) x, = X;l Xa or Xa = xax: 1, otherwise.
We conclude that X(X') is equivalent to X'(X) u {xa = lla E E(TD}. Call the latter set
ES(TD. We have
YH(Tg ) = <X' u XI R u X'(X) u ES(TD)
Since the generators in X' appear isolated in X' (X), they can be eliminated
YH(Tg ) = <XI R u ES(TD).
If we drop the hat of all generators we obtain YH(TD.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2a. By Theorem 1 it is enough to prove the invariance of YH under
the cancellation of a 2- or l-dipole. Suppose first that (v, w) is a 2-dipole with (exactly two)
edges of colors i, j E {I, 2, 3, 4} between them; suppose also that v is the positive vertex.
Throughout the proof let x be the symbol for the 12-gon which contains v and y be the
symbol for the 12-gon which contains w.
Case (a.l). i = l,j = 2 (see Figure 6). Observe thaty = x. In the graph H g , x is an edge
which is not an isthmus [24]; therefore there exists a tree Tg which does not contain x: if x
were an isthmus, then the cancellation of (v, w) would give a disconnected H' implying that
v and w were in the same 34-gon of H, contrary to the definition of dipole. As x 1: ES(Tg ) ,
the symbol x appears just twice in the presentation ofYH' The Tietze elimination of x yields
the presentation (obtained from the definition based on tree Tg ) for Yw. (Observe that H~
is obtained from H g by deleting edge x, and so Tg is yet a spanning tree in HD.
Case (a.2). i = 3,j = 4 (see Figure 7). In this case x #- y. Note that edges x and y have
the same ends in H g • Let Tg be a spanning tree of H g containing y but not x. Observe that
x = y is a relation in R. By using this relation to eliminate x we get the presentation based
on Tg for Yw. (Observe that, again, H~ is H g with x deleted).
Case (a.3). i e {l,2},jE {3, 4}. Without loss of generality, we may suppose i = l,j = 3
(see Figure 8). Observe that x = y. The 12-gon containing v and w has more than two
vertices, otherwise (v, w) would be a 3-dipole. So, symbol x survives the cancellation and
the graphs H~ and H g are equal. The presentations for yHeyw based on arbitrary tree Tg are
freely equal.
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This completes the analysis of 2-dipoles. We have used only Tietze eliminations and
Lemma 3 to prove the invariance of YH' For l-dipoles, part (b) of the theorem (already
established), is crucial as we shall see. Let (v, w) be an I-dipole with one edge of color i
between v and w. Let v be the positive vertex, and x, y as before. We have two cases
Case (b. I). i E {I, 2}. Without loss of generality, we may suppose i = I (see Figure 9)
Note that x = y and that the 12-gon containing v and w has more than 2 vertices, otherwise
(v, w) would not be an l-diplole, Therefore x survives the cancellation and H g = H~. Let
Tg be any tree in this graph. Let ZI' Z2 be the edges in H, corresponding to the relators in
R containing x: XPI and X-I P2' Let z' be the edge in H; corresponding to the relator PI P2
of R'. We claim that ZI and Z2 do not have exactly the same ends in Hi: one end of ZI
corresponds to the I-ball (the triball in colors 2, 3, 4) which contain v; one end of Z2
corresponds to the I-ball which contains wand these triballs are distinct. In this way, there
exists a tree T, of H, containing both ZI and Z2' By part (b) XPI and x~ 1P2 are implied by
S. the remaining set of relators in R. In the same way since z' is not a loop in H; (it is
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bipartite) z' is containing in a tree T; of H;. It follows from part (b) that fJd32 is implied
by the remaining set of relations in R, which happens to be S.
Case (b.2). i E {3, 4}. Without loss of generality, we may suppose i = 3 (see Figure 10)
Note that x #- y . These two symbols become one, say y, after the cancellation. Note that
in Hg edges x and y do not have exactly the same ends: the 3-ball that contains v is an end
of x; the 3-ball that contains lV is an end of y ; these two triballs, which are vertices of H g ,
are distinct. Let Tg be a spanning tree of H; which contains both x and y. Note that T~,
where E(TD = E(Tg)\ {x } is a spanning tree ofH~ (see Figure 11). Since x = y = 1 in the
presentation of YH , we may replace every occurrence of x by y, thus eliminating x. After free
elimination of the pair yy- I in the relator which corresponded to the 34-gon containing v and
w, we obtain the presentation for y~ based on T~. The proof of Theorem 2 is now complete.
Our definition of YH is entirely combinatorial. The topology is hidden in theorem I .
However it is straightforward to identify the topological significance of this group:
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THEOREM 3. The group YH is the fundamental group oflHI .
PROOF. By eliminating l-dipoles we may suppose that H is a crystallization. Consider
the unique 3- and 4-balls identified by the twin discs (discs bounded by corresponding
12-gons) to form, in ordinary 3-space, the handlebody Ht. All but one of the 34-gons in
the surface of Ht form a Heegaard diagram for IHI, see [10], [22]. The presentation of
7l:.(IH Dfrom this Heegaard diagram [22, p. 255] is equivalent to the presentation for YH
based on any spanning tree (in the case a single edge) of H g •
6. A CLASS OF 'PLANAR' 3-MANIFOLDS
Let Y be the class of s-maps and f/ the class of crystallizations. We give a construction
t/J to produce t/J(M) E f/ from an ME Y . The members of Y and , via t/J, of t/J(Y) are
represented by drawings in the plane. Because of this, if H E t/J(Y), H is called a planar
3-gem and IHI a planar S-manifold. To make the planar representation of an s-map M
faithful we must consider the unbounded face of M as any other face by 'mentally'
compactifying it. Thus
are the same s-map.
M
N
FIGURE 12.
Given an s-map M to construct t/J(M) we first obtain the embedded (2-) gem N of M (13].
That is, we double each edge and 'explode' the vertices as in Figure 12. GN is made a 3-graph
by coloring its edges with colors v ,f, a [13]. A quadricolor in a 3-gem H is a polygon with
4-edges in different colors . To finish the construction of t/J(M) we just created for each
square of N which corresponds to an edge of GM (an N-square) a pair of quadricolors as
shown in Figure 13. Therefore the vertices of t/J(M) lie the middle of the u- and a-edges of
N and in the middle of each.f-edge there is a point where two edges of t/J(M) of fixed colors ,
say I and 2, cross. With the M depicted above we get the immersion of t/J(M) in the plane
shown in Figure 14.
An immersion of t/J(M) in the plane in which each edge of color i crosses once each edge
of color j and vice versa and there are no other crossings is called an ij-immersion .
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LEMMA 4. From the 6 possible ij-immersions a member of rjJ(!I') has at least 4 of them.
PROOF. Let HE rjJ(!I'). By construction H has at least one ij-immersion, say a
12-immersion. By exchanging the positions of the vertices which lye in e-edges in the same
N-square we can easily obtain a 34-immersion (see Figure 16). Suppose in the original
12-immersion the vertices which lie in the v-edges of N (called the u-vertices of rjJ(M)) have
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edges of colors I and 4 as opposite edges. (The other case, colors I and 3, is entirely
equivalent under the switch of 3 and 4). We can construct a 24-immersion as follows.
Consider the 2 segments of l-edges which lie in the interior of an N-square. They are
bounded by a v-vertex and by a crossing point. Move the v-vertices to the crossing points ,
repeating for every N-square. Now extend each 4-edge along and shorten accordingly each
l-edge. Finally exchange colors of a 3-edge and a segment of a 2-edge bounded by an
a-vertex and a crossing point which meet in the a-vertex. The result is a 24-immersion (see
Figure 17). From the 24-immersion we can obtain a 13-immersion by exchanging a
convenient pair of vertices of each N-square, analogously as we did to go from a 12- to a
34-immersion.
c
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12 - immersion
F IGURE 16.
24-immersion
COROLLARY 2. If M and M* are dual s-maps then ljJ(M) = ljJ(M* ).
PROOF. Note that the difference between Nand N* is the role played by the v- and
.fedges [13]. Therefore the construction to go from a 12-to a 24-immersion, which switches
the roles of v-vertices and crossing points, proves the corollary .
COROLLARY 3. Given on arbitrary s-map M , ljJ(M) is a crys tallization .
PROOF. Consider the ij-immersion of ljJ(M) obtained from its construction. Clearly the
3-graphs obtained by deleting the i-edges or thej-edges are connected and embedded in the
plane. Thus they are triballs. Consider now the kl-immersion {k, I} = {I, 2, 3, 4}\ {i, j},
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as obtained in Lemma 4. The 3-graphs obtained from this immersion by deleting the
k-edges or the I-edges have the same property. Therefore there are four 3-graphs in tjI(M),
all of them triballs. Proposition 1 and the defition of crystallization finish the proof.
The following theorem is the main result of this final section.
THEOREM 4. The order ofHI (ItjI , M)I), thefirst homology group ofltjl(M)I, is equal to the
number of spanning trees of GM '
PROOF. Consider a 34-immersion oftjl(M), by adjusting notation of colors , if necessary.
The 34-gons of tjI(M) are in natural bijection with the vertices of GM • There is also a natural
bijection between the 34-gons and the 12-gons: a 12-gon is surrounded by a unique 34-gon,
having in common the vertices in the middle of the a-edges of N (see Figure 17). In this way,
generators and relations of YH are in bijection with the vertices of GM • If the vertices
surrounding v are in cyclic order (VI' V2 .•. vn ) then the corresponding relation in R (see
Theorem 2) is
Observe that, by Theorems 2 and 3, HI (ItjI(M)1) is Yo/J(M) abelianized. If we abelianize Rand
use an additive notation we obtain a system AX = O. The matrix A has rows and columns
indexed by V(GM ) . The entry avw equals minus the valency of v if v = war equals the
number of edges between v and w otherwise. Let A' be the matrix obtained from A by
removing a row and a column. By Theorem 2, the order of HI (Itj1(M)1) is equal to Idet(A')
if this determinant is non-zero and is infinite otherwise.
FIGURE 17.
Now observe that the matrix A equals - y.ty where Y is the incidence matrix of any
oriented form of GM and t Y its transpose. It is a well known result in graph theory [I, chap.
12] that the determinant of the matrix -A' obtained from Y.lYby removing a row and a
column equals the number of spanning trees of GM •
7. FURTHER RESEARCH
The class of planar 3-manifolds seems to be an interesting class for which one might be
able to solve the homeomorphism problem. WE present a result (whose proof will appear
elsewhere) and a conjecture related to this matter. For non-separable and 2-isomorphic
graphs we refer to [27], [28].
THEOREM 5. IfM, N E Y' and GM and GN are non-separable and 2-isomorphic then ItjI(M)1
and ItjI(N)1 are homeomorphic.
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This theorem accounts for the fact that
both represent the same 3-manifold: the lens space Llz,5 '
For matroids, see [26] or [25].
CONJECTURE. Given s-maps M and N with GN and GM non-separable IljJ(M)1 and IljJ(N)1
are homeomorphic if and only if the polygon matroid of GM is isomorphic to the polygon
matroid of GN or to the dual of this matroid.
This conjecture fits all the extensive data which we gathered so far and in particular if
true would give a very simple classification for the 3-dimensionallens spaces. We have, for
instance,
L"'~
and the pair of dual matroids of these graphs are clearly non-isomorphic. At present we
can prove one way of this conjecture: isomorphic pairs of dual matroids in the graphs
imply homeomorphic pairs of manifolds. The proof relies on results in [5] and [28] as
well as on theorem 5 above and will appear elsewhere. We can prove that separation in
graphs corresponds to connected sums of 3-manifolds. Is the converse true? The planar
3-manifolds have other members beyond lens space"© has fundamental group
isomorphic to Z, + Q•• where Q. is the group fo quartemions; 0 has infinite
fundamental group since this group has a quotient isomorphic to the free product of Zz by
itself.
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